HESI® Compass™ for NCLEX-RN® & NCLEX-PN® Implementation

Getting Started

- Watch: Overview of HESI Compass
- Course Creation Guide
- Course Implementation Models
- Crossing the Finish Line (Capstone) RN
- Syllabus Statements (Capstone) RN
- Crossing the Finish Line (Bridge) RN
- Syllabus Statements (Bridge) RN
- Crossing the Finish Line (Capstone) PN
- Syllabus Statement Examples PN
- Watch: RN NCSBN NCLEX Test Plan Alignment
- Watch: PN NCSBN NCLEX Test Plan Alignment

Launch and Navigate

- HESI Compass Contacts
- Course Launch Guide
- Course Roster
- Compass Coaches
- Exam Administration Guide
- Watch: Checking Student Performance
- Training Course Self-Registration

Student Documents

- Watch: Welcome to HESI Compass
- Watch: Student Orientation
- Watch: Student View
- Student Orientation Documents
- Course Self-Enrollment Guide
- Watch: Introduction to Slack
- Slack Student Orientation
- View Video